Evaluation of Students in the Course: Data Warehousing and Data Mining (406035)

Mid-sem (20%)
End-Sem (60%)
Teacher’s Assessment (20%)
  - Class Test 1 (6%) (To be held on August 29\textsuperscript{th}, 2003 from 09:00 AM)
  - Class Test 1 – Repeat to be held on September 17\textsuperscript{th}, 2003 from 11:30 AM
  - Term Paper (4%)
  - Term Project (10%)

For details of Term Paper and Term Project, see:

http://www.facweb.iitkgp.ernet.in/~shamik/tptp.htm

The weights of the mid-sem and end-sem may be made 30\% and 50\%, respectively depending on the recent changes made in the curriculum.